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Black History Month is a time to
celebrate the accomplishments of
African Americans throughout history
and recognize their unique
contributions to our society. It is a time
to reflect on the struggles that African
Americans have faced and continue
to face in their fight for equality. This
month is also an opportunity for us to
learn about the history of African
Americans and how they have shaped
our culture today.

In conclusion, Black History Month is
an important celebration that should
be embraced by all people regardless
of race or ethnicity. It serves as a
reminder of the progress we have
made in terms of civil rights, but also
highlights how much further we need
to keep fighting for equality.
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MY HISTORY IS BLACK
HISTORY THE BSAP RECOGNITION

AWARDS 
BY: SUSAN JACKSON

Congratulations to all of our BSAP Students for
their hardwork and effort in their 20 weeks
academica and attendance achievemet. We are
proud of you and keep up the good work!

Mrs. Wright - BSAP’S ACI (Administrator
Coordinator Instruction)
Ms. Jackson BSAP Counselor
Ms. Mays- PSW (Social Worker)
Ms. Banks- Restorative Justice Teacher
Ms. T.- School Climate Advocate
Mr. Hopkins- School Climate Advocate

DO YOU KNOW WHERE THE BSAP
BUILDING IS LOCATED? WE ARE HERE
TO SUPPORT YOU! MEET THE TEAM!
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School Yard Musical Rap Field Trip
SoFi Stadium Field Trip
The Howard Group Presentation
BSAP Parent Meeting
Health Fair
HBCU Tour Trip 2023

HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY
FROM THE BSAP TEAM!

We honor our current
President Joe Biden
#46, but we will always
remember our First
African American
President Barack
Obama #44! 

Valentine's Day is a special day all around the
world. It is a time to express love and
appreciation for one another, and is celebrated
with gifts, cards and romantic gestures. 

FEBRUARY 20, 2023 IS
PRESIDENT’S DAY!

THE BLACK COLLEGE EXPO

February is Kindness Matters Month, a time to
reflect on the importance of kindness and how
it can make a positive difference in our lives.
We all have the power to be kind and spread
kindness in our daily lives. During this month,
let’s take a moment to think about how we can
show more kindness and compassion towards
others.

Here are a few tips to be KIND:

1. Be mindful of other people's feelings and
treat them with respect. 

2. Be generous with your time and resources -
always offer help when you can.

DO YOURSELF A FAVOR AND
BE KIND 

Thank you to our high school students who
attended and participated The Black College
Expo. Students met various college
representatives and learned how to prepare to
apply to college.

3. Spread positivity by sharing compliments
and kind words whenever possible.

BY: SUSAN JACKSON UPCOMING EVENTS

Spread 
      Love.

The name Barack means “one who is
blessed” in Swahili.
Obama won a Noble Peace prize in
2009 "for his extraordinary efforts to
strengthen international diplomacy
and cooperation between peoples."
He is left-handed.

Here are few Did you know Barack
Obama Facts: 

1.

2.

3.


